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Eating disorders and common 

comorbidities

Source: Multidisciplinary Management of Eating Disorders (2018) Morris and 

McKinlay (published by Springer)
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What is autism spectrum 

disorder (ASD)?
• Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is the 

name for a range of similar conditions, 

including Asperger syndrome, that affect a 

person's social interaction, 

communication, interests and behaviour.

• It's estimated that about 1 in every 100 

people in the UK has ASD. More boys are 

diagnosed with the condition than girls.
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Why do Eating Disorders co-

exist with ASD?

Sensory issues

OCD / rituals

Something to control

Something to excel in
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Case example 1
Sue feels misunderstood. Her eating disorder practitioner talks 

to her about body image distortion, but she cannot relate to 

this. She has always felt different from other people, so she 

assumes this is just another example of not fitting in. She has 

been seeing her eating disorder practitioner for 10 years and 

her BMI has always been in the underweight category. She 

has developed osteoporosis. She has had eating difficulties as 

far back as she can remember (Mum said she was a picky 

eater) and she is now in her 40s. Sue is petrified of eating: she 

has an intense fear of vomiting. She sticks to “safe” foods 

which she eats in small quantities. She eats the same things 

for each of her meals. Sue used to work as a teaching 

assistant, but had to give this up due to her ill-health. She was 

sad about this, but was also relieved as she found dealing 

with the people very stressful.
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Case example 2
Jack is a 20-year-old university student in his second year of 

his history degree. He has always been fascinated by 

mediaeval history. He is enjoying his course, but is frustrated 

by the fact that he has to study a wider curriculum. Jack likes 

things to be “just so”. His room is extremely tidy and all of his 

books and CDs are catalogued. He does not like his mother to 

enter his room as any disturbance in the order causes high 

levels of anxiety. Jack does not tolerate change very well, 

including any changes in his environment.  Jack has always 

been a fussy eater. Between the ages of three and seven, all 

he ate was: Cheerios for breakfast, jam sandwiches for lunch 

and spaghetti hoops for tea. Jack is aware that he is 

underweight but he does not really care. He is not interested 

in food. His mother worries that he has developed anorexia 

nervosa.
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Sensory Issues

• Smell

• Sight

• Taste

• Touch

• Hearing

• Pain

• Temperature

• Proprioception

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K2P4Ed6G3gw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K2P4Ed6G3gw
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Sensory Issues

• How might having sensory sensitivities 

affect eating?
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Sensory Issues

• Smell: dislike of strong smells/ cooking 

smells

• Sight: liking things to be neat / not touch 

on the plate not move around e.g. peas 

rolling

• Taste: not liking certain textures e.g. 

spongy things like mushrooms or strong 

tastes like chilli
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How might someone’s autism 

and ED affect family and 

friends?

• Not understanding why certain things are 

so hard → frustration on everyone's behalf

• Not knowing how to help → sadness on 

everyone's behalf
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What might help?

• Information is key 

• A formal diagnosis can 

be very helpful 

• Asking the person what helps…

• …and what doesn’t help

• Using aids such as ear defenders during 

meals
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What is Obsessive Compulsive 

Disorder (OCD)?

• Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD) is 

a mental health disorder that affects 

people of all ages and walks of life, and 

occurs when a person gets caught in a 

cycle of obsessions and compulsions.
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Obsessions and Compulsions

• Obsessions are unwanted, intrusive 

thoughts, images or urges that trigger 

intensely distressing feelings

• Compulsions are behaviours an individual 

engages in to attempt to get rid of the 

obsessions and/or decrease his or her 

distress
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OCD vicious cycle

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjN57z60uLdAhWSJVAKHcA-CFsQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://thatpenlife.com/write-ocd-right-way/ocd-cycle/&psig=AOvVaw1m9wXIcq_cIqwuuM9cZJZg&ust=1538394153307047
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How do Eating Disorders coexist 

with OCD? 

• Obsessions can be related to a fear of 

contamination 

• Compulsions can revolve around order around 

food and eating
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Case example
Dan has asked his GP for help. He has noticed that he has 

lost a lot of weight and can’t seem to reverse this trend. He 

has always had a fear of contamination but this became 

much worse after his grandmother passed away. Although 

he knows intellectually that she died of natural causes, he 

can’t shake the idea that somehow he could have 

prevented her death. He washes his hands repeatedly to 

the point that the skin is sore. He has cut out many types of 

food for fear that they could be contaminated. He restricts 

his intake to pre-packaged, long life food. As a child Dan 

had numerous rituals (such as touching things in a 

particular order), these rituals made him feel that everyone 

he loved would be safe and they were deeply reassuring to 

him. 
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Effects of starvation on OCD?

• It is known that starvation itself can 

increase OCD like symptoms.

• The Minnesota Study found that men who 

were in a starvation state adopted a 

number of routines and rituals around food 

preparation / eating. Similar findings have 

been described in concentration camps. 

• Restoring a healthy eating pattern can 

itself help with some aspects of OCD.
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What else might help?

• Again, being clear about diagnosis can be 

very helpful.

• OCD can be successfully 

treated by Cognitive Behavioural Therapy.

• Some medications can also be of benefit 

either with or without CBT (NICE guideline 

CG31)
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How might someone’s OCD and 

ED affect family and friends?

• Not understanding why certain things are 

so hard → frustration on everyone's behalf

• Not knowing how to help → sadness on 

everyone's behalf

• Getting caught up in rituals including 

reassurance seeking / giving → confusion 

/ dependence
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What is borderline 

personality disorder (BPD)?
Borderline personality disorder is characterised 

by significant instability of interpersonal 

relationships, self-image and mood, and 

impulsive behaviour. There is sometimes a 

pattern of rapid fluctuation 

from periods of 

confidence to despair, 

with fear of abandonment, 

rejection, and a strong 

tendency towards suicidal thinking and self-

harm. 
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Case study 1

Jane’s team are at a loss to know how best to support her.

She lives on her own and her BMI is always in the 

underweight category. She binges and purges and over 

exercises. The team are concerned about her physical 

health as her potassium is often low requiring medical 

hospital admissions for intravenous potassium 

supplementation. Jane has had several admissions to 

specialist eating disorder services. She complies with the 

programmes to restore her weight, but always starts self 

harming through cutting and burning resulting in transfer to 

the acute psychiatric unit, whereupon she reverts back to 

restricting, bingeing and purging and is discharged and the 

cycle recommences. She is 27 now. How long can this go 

on?
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Case study 2

Grace is a 19-year-old nursing student. She has always 

struggled to manage her emotions and discovered at the 

age of five that hurting herself helped her to feel calm. She 

has been self harming ever since and has many scars from 

cutting herself on her arms and thighs. A friend at school 

told her about self-induced vomiting “to be able to eat 

whatever you want”. Grace tried this and found that it also 

helped her to feel calmer. At times when Grace has felt 

particularly overwhelmed she has taken overdoses of 

paracetamol or drank alcohol to the point of passing out. 

Grace says that she hates herself and often wishes she 

was dead. She has a tendency to quickly become very 

close to people and to have intense relationships, but they 

often end just as quickly, leading to further self-hatred.

•
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Marsha Linehan’s 

theory of borderline 

personality disorder
“Emotion dysregulation is viewed as a joint outcome of 

biological disposition, environmental context, and the 

transaction between the two during development. The 

theory asserts that borderline individuals have difficulties in 

regulating several, if not all, emotions. This systemic 

dysregulation is produced by emotional vulnerability and by 

maladaptive and inadequate emotion modulation 

strategies”.

Source: Skills training manual for treating borderline 

personality disorder. Marsha M Linehan, 1993

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiTrcLO5I_bAhWGyaQKHd8ED1kQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=http://grawemeyer.org/marsha-linehan-wins-psychology-award-for-dialectical-behavior-therapy/&psig=AOvVaw3HRsVhR7qR802mGrBCU9iP&ust=1526750941540468
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Self management of emotional 

distress in borderline 

personality disorder

Often includes ‘maladaptive’ behaviours 

such as:

-deliberate self harm including burning, 

cutting, overdoses

-alcohol / drug misuse

-may include a range of eating 

disordered behaviours
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How do Eating Disorders 

coexist with BPD

• Starvation    self punishment / emotional 

numbness / distraction / reduces 

flashbacks and nightmares

• Routines and rituals around food 

distraction

• Over exercise     emotional release / 

improved affect / self punishment

• Binging    emotional release / absorbing

• Purging   emotional release / absorbing
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How might someone’s BPD and 

ED affect family and friends?

• Not understanding why certain things are 

so hard → frustration on everyone's behalf

• Not knowing how to help → sadness on 

everyone's behalf

• Not understanding self harming 

behaviours → fear and confusion
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What might help?

• Information is key 

• A formal diagnosis can 

be very helpful 

• Asking the person what helps…

• …and what doesn’t help
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Other common comorbidities:

Complex Post Traumatic Stress 

Disorder

• Starvation/ binging / purging

can suppress memories and 

flashbacks
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Anxiety and depression

• Anxiety

Anxiety can affect eating in     

different ways including lack of 

appetite due to persistent nausea 

in GAD and food avoidance in 

emetophobia

• Depression

Depression can lead to weight 

loss due to lack of appetite 

and motivation or weight gain 

through comfort eating
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Gender Dysphoria

• Gender Dysphoria

Starvation suppresses sex 

hormones and mean the 

the    body looks androgynous
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What might help?

• Understanding the 

underlying issues 

is key

• Stabilise the eating and 

weight

• Make small, steady changes

• Understand the maintaining factors

• What works? NICE guidelines
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An example of a structured integrated approach

https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/bjpsych-bulletin/article/pathways-to-recovery-development-and-evaluation-

of-a-cognitivebehavioural-therapy-inpatient-treatment-programme-for-adults-with-anorexia-

nervosa/39CD467008B388A1F95D81BD8F8D900B

https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/bjpsych-bulletin/article/pathways-to-recovery-development-and-evaluation-of-a-cognitivebehavioural-therapy-inpatient-treatment-programme-for-adults-with-anorexia-nervosa/39CD467008B388A1F95D81BD8F8D900B
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Remember:

• Recovery takes TIME…
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